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ACROSS
1. Screen saver's job?
6. Tom Wesselmann's style
12. Outstanding person?
14. Glam rocker's decoration
15. "The names have been changed to protect the innocent" show
17. Had trouble wrapping things up
18. Caribbean island split into six parishes
19. Paper mate?
20. Crime ___
21. Thing often stuck out
23. Winter forecast
24. Author who said "My job is to give kids the creeps"
25. 1000 kilograms
26. Asian holidays
27. Like billiard tables
28. "good kid, m.A.A.d city" rapper
32. Some hams
33. Chew (out)
34. With quick wit
35. Entered the majors
38. Texas ALer
39. Places where people might exchange rings
41. Coral formation
42. Crate & Barrel purchase
43. Unceremoniously leaving?
45. Wrong
47. Sought-after voting bloc
48. Stabs
49. Dance in 6/8 time
50. It might be played while tailgating
51. CBS, TBS, etc.: Abbr.

3. One suspending an action, in law
4. Hot star?
5. 1962 John Wayne epic, with "The"
6. Bounce-back strategy
7. Squealer's noise
8. "The ___ Club"
9. Calydonian boar hunt hunter
10. Attorney's fee
11. Increased three times
13. Says again
14. Filth
16. Island whose highest peak is Orohena
22. Open, as some wine bottles
24. "The Hobbit" actor
25. Snaps that quarterbacks take part in
27. Reinforced piece of concrete
28. Didn't stop
29. Door money?
30. Case plea, familiarly
31. Afghan's home
32. Things removed by pumps
35. Letter to Santa contents
36. In a manner resembling sticky strings
37. Writes an editorial
39. Diet that's been around a long time?
40. Quick drink
42. Reddish brown color
44. Mil. aides
46. Sheet music abbr.

DOWN
1. Sigurd's story
2. Coastal birds